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In a previous paper lower bounds were obtained on the simultaneous dio- 
phantine approximation of values of certain functions which satisfy linear 
q-difference equations. In the present paper these results are generalized from 
n = 1 to n > 1 variables. In order to better see what some of these solutions 
“look like” the algebraic properties of certain classes of functions are investigated, 
particularly with regard to a type of multiplication which is analogous to the 
convolution product. At the end of the paper such algebraic results are also 
obtained for the case n = 1. 
We wish to consider the problem of obtaining lower bounds on the 
simultaneous diophantine approximation of values of functions which 
satisfy linear homogeneous it variable q-difference equati0ns.l In a recent 
paper [4], the present author dealt with aspects of this problem for n = 1. 
A q difference equation in n > 2 variables for f(Z) dzf(zl ,..., z,) is an 
analog of a partial differential equation in which each a/az,f(Z) is replaced 
by the difference quotient (f(q&f) - f(Z))(qj - 1) z&l, for complex 
numbers qi where f(q&i) denotes f(zl ,..., z+.~, qizj , z~+~ ,..., z,). Also if 
one now regards f(Z) as a function of the 2n variables z, ,..., z, , ql ,..., qn . 
then n variable q-difference equations are of a type considered by K. 
Mahler in [l-3]. (Mahler was able to establish transcendence results for 
values of some solutions of certain of his equations, but his methods do 
* A.M.S. Classification lOFl0 and lOF30. 
1 Except in Theorems 10 and 11 where we take n = 1 we shall assume that n > 1 
throughout. 
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not extend to n-dimensional q-difference equations, since in this latter case 
Mahler’s matrix giving the change of variables has only the eigenvalue 
one and this was a case which he could not treat.) 
In [4] we used methods analogous to those which were used in 151 and 
[6] to obtain lower bounds on the simultaneous diophantine approximation 
of values of derivatives of functions satisfying linear homogeneous 
differential equations. In [8] the methods used in [5] and [6] were gener- 
alized to n >, 1 variables. Here we shall use, in part, methods analogous 
to those in [8] to effect our present generalization of [4]. There are, 
however, fundamental differences between the two types of equations. 
In [S] we restricted our study to functions which satisfied a system of n 
simultaneous linear homogeneous partial differential equations of a kind 
which we shall refer to here as “type one.” Taken together these equations 
of type one imply that an in6nite number of linear homogeneous partial 
differential equations of a kind which we shall refer to as “type two” 
are satisfied, respectively, by y and higher and higher iterated multiple 
integrals of y, for all y in a certain subspace of our original system of 
n >, 2 equations of “type one.” This latter infinite system of equations 
of type two is exactly what is needed to obtain our lower bounds on 
simultaneous diophantine approximation. 
The situation in the present case is similar, to a point. One can formulate 
systems of n simultaneous linear homogeneous 12 variable q-difference 
equations which are such that any solution y of such a system satisfies 
an infinite number of identities which (along with other conditions on v) 
imply a lower bound on the simultaneous diophantine approximation of 
values of y. Here, however, one of the infinite number of identities is an n 
variable linear homogeneous q-difference equation in y (of quite a different 
sort than each of the equations in our original system of IZ equations) 
which implies each of the other infinite number of identities- but not 
(apparently) the original n simultaneous linear homogeneous n variable 
q-difference equations. Therefore a “one equation” approach rather than 
an “n equation” approach, as outlined above, is (apparently) more general. 
However, the algebraic results concerning the structure of the set of 
solutions to the different systems of n simultaneous linear homogeneous 
partial differential equations in [S] carry over (admittedly with many 
changes) to the ‘% equation” approach here but not to the “one equation” 
approach. These algebraic results allow us to see what a large number of 
functions y which satisfy our hypotheses “look like.” Therefore in the 
present paper we shall adopt the “one equation” approach in Section 1 
and the “n equation” approach in Section 2. In Theorems 9 and 10 we 
shall consider the case n = 1. 
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SECTION 1 
We begin by stating and proving a technical lemma which will be of 
great use in what follows. 
Let K denote any field. Let Y, ,..., Y, denote m > 1 objects with a 
multiplication defined on them such that, for each 1 < i \< j < m, 
Yi Yi = Ci,j Yi Yi , where each c~,~ is a nonzero element of K. Suppose that 
adjoining Y, ,..., Y, to K we generate a ring R = K[Y, ,..., Y,]. 
LEMMA 1. The ring R has a.c.c. (the ascending chain condition on left 
ideals). 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that in R the multi- 
plication on Y, ,..., Y, is completely formal except for the relations 
YiYj - Ci,jYiYi = 0, since any collection of Yj’s with more relations on 
their multiplication generate a ring which is a homomorphic image of the 
above mentioned ring R, and a.c.c. is preserved under homomorphism. 
If m = 1 the ring is Noetherian and we are through. Assume that the 
result holds for 1 < m, < m. Any left ideal L of R,l+l “2’ K[ Yl ,..., Ym,+J 
consists entirely of elements of the form a,Y~l+, + *.* + QY,~+, + a, , 
where each ai E &, . For each non-negative integer n the set I, consisting 
of zero and all a, , for all elements of L of degree at most n in Y,,+r , is 
a left ideal in &, . Let us define a ring isomorphism a of RmI onto itself 
by 
dP(Yl ,***3 YmJ> = P(Cm,+1.1Y1 Y.“? Gn,+1,m,Y?nJ 
for eachp(Y, ,..., Y,,) E &, . Obviously, anI C an-lll _C 0.. _C @,+.J C 1, . 
One may rewrite this as 
10 c ‘J-‘(ZJ c .*- _c u-(-(1,-3 c *-a. 
Since u-l is an isomorphism the image of a left ideal under u-l is a left 
ideal; thus, we may apply a.c.c. on left ideals in &, to see that, for some 
positive integer N, (I-~(&) = 0+‘+i)(1~+~ = e-e. Therefore, we see that 
L is generated by its elements of degree at most N in Y,,, . This latter 
set is easily seen to be finitely generated since IN , INel ,..., 1, are finitely 
generated. This proves Lemma 1. 
We wish next to prove an existence theorem for a subclass of the class 
of equations occurring in our “single equation” case which was discussed 
in the introduction. Suppose that we are given a q-difference equation in 
n 2 1 variables of the form 
y = 5 p,(zl ,..., z,“> sjy “zf Ly, 
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where each 
Pj(Z1 ,***5 z;l) E R, = C[z, ,..., z, , z;l,..., z,l], P&l ,***, z;l) + 0, 
and Sy denotes (fly=, z;~‘) y&z, ,..., qnzn) for a collection of positive 
integers fi ,..., fn . Suppose that, for each (aI ,..., LX,J E C”, L(z”,l ,..., ~2) 
equals K(cx, ,..., a,) z;lWcl .** Z>-~* plus terms of higher degree in at least 
one zj(l <j < n), where c1 ,..., c, are a fixed set of nonnegative integers 
which are not all zero, each K(ol, ,..., 0~~) E C, K(a,‘,..., 01~‘) = 0 for some 
(%‘Y.., a,‘) E C”, and K(a,’ + m, ,..., an’ + m,) # 0 for all nonzero 
n-tuples of nonnegative integers (ml ,..,, m,). Let us set L = L, + L, , where 
Ll = f Yk ( fi z;ci+filf) Sk, 
k=l j=l 
L, = 5 hk(Z1 )...) z,) S”, 
k=l 
Ll(Z&.., z>) = (Km, ,..., an) z;I-~’ *a* z>-‘Q for each (01~ ,..., a%) E Cn, each 
yk E C, each hk(z, ,..., z,) E C[z, ,..., z,J, and ym # 0. Suppose that each 
qi E C and satisfies ] qi 1 > 1. 
THEOREM 1. Under the above conditions there exists a solution of (1) 
of the form zyl’ *-. z?‘f (zl ,..., z,J, where f (zl ,..., z,) is an entire function 
of z1 )...) z, . 
EXAMPLE 1. Consider the equation 
y = -R(z-l 1 ,*--, z;‘) sy + s2y, (2) 
where -R(z;l,..., z,‘) E C[z;” ,..., z;‘] has one term of the form 
yz;fl * . . z; fn, for y # 0 in C, and the other monomials of -R(z;l,..., z;‘) 
each have degree at most fj in z: 3 ‘, for eachj, with the equality not holding 
in at least one case. Here we have that 
K(al ,..., ",) = (y + (g-f1 . . . gcfn)gl . . . &y, 
L, = yz;f' a'* z;f+ f 9, 
L, = L - L, = -R(z;l,..., z,‘) - rz;f’ .a. Z;f”, 
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ym = yz = 1, K(a,‘,..., a,‘) = 0 for all (a,‘,..., a,‘) such that 
(al’ -“a wll + *** + (%a’ -La> Wnl = ln(-24 
and, since each j qj I > 1, K(cu,’ + ml ,..., a,’ + m,J # 0 for any nonzero 
n-tuples of nonnegative integers (ml ,..., m,). Thus (2) has continuum 
many linearly independent solutions over C, by Theorem 1. 
Proof of Theorem 1. Apply S” to 1 - L on the left, term by term, 
noting that S-“z, = ZjqimS-*, for each 1 < j < n. Then form 
-r;--z;“~ . . . z,8qq? . . . q2)” s-y1 _ L), 
where each 6j = -cj + mfj , which we then write as G - 1 since the 
term rmz> *** ~$6’~ in 1 - L has been taken into -1 by this procedure. 
Set 
H(a, ,..., a,) = -y;lK(al ,..., a,) fi q~f-(a!‘-c’+t~j(m+l)))~. (3) 
j=l 
Then (G - 1) zp a.* z$ = H(a, ,..., a,) zp *a- z2 plus terms of degree 
at least olj in the j-th variable for each 1 < j < n and of degree larger 
than aj in one variable (in the future we shall simply say terms of higher 
degree). Also, where we set 
-y;;lz;8~ . . . z,6”(q1”’ . . . q;)“)m S-“L, = Gl _ 1, 
we have (G, - l)(zFl .** zz) = H(a, ,..., an) ~$1 a-* zz. Set Gz = 
(G - 1) - (GI - 1) = G - Gr . We notice that G,(z,“l *** z>) equals a 
sum of monomials each of higher degree than zpl *** z$. Also GI must 
look like x,“I, qk(z:’ v.1 ~5)” Sk for a collection of complex numbers P)k. 
It follows that 1 Z~“I *** zi”nG,(z,“l *** z>)I + 0 as & 1 aj ( -+ CO. A 
final remark is that where y, = zp’ **a z;“’ we must have Gr. y0 = yO, 
since K(cQ’,..., (Y,‘) = 0 which implies that H(al’,..., an’) = 0. 
DEFINITION. Let V denote the vector space of all “power series” of 
the form 
(4) 
where for each series the 1 a, j, 1 are bounded. We also define, for each 
natural number N, V, to l%“;he space of all objects of type (4) with 
ai,....3 tI = Oif&jz <N. Hence V= V,,. 
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We notice that G1 is defined from each I’, to V, since I z;“’ *a* znan x 
G,(zp * * * z>)l is bounded from above for the allowed range of exponents 
in the elements of V. Further, we may define (1 - G&l from V, to V, 
for each N > 1 by (1 - G1)-l zo;l .a* z> = -(H(ar, ,..., a,))-l zpl *.* z> 
and extending in the obvious manner to series with exponents larger than 
in z1*1’ es- ~2’. In a similar manner as for G1 we see that G, is defined 
from V, to V, for each N >, 0, and in fact G2 is defined from V, to VNfl 
for each N > 0. 
If 0 is any operator from V, to V, then by /I U llN we mean the sup of 
the lub’s of the absolute values of the coefficients of 0(f) for all f’s in 
V, with coefficients each bounded from above in absolute value by 1. 
We note that under /( IIN the operators from V, to V, form a Banach 
space. Let us denote I/ G1(l - G&-l (I0 by K, > 0. By what we have seen 
before, for each N >, 0, 11 G &,, < K2q-N, where K, > 0 is independent 
of N and q denotes min.{\ qi I}. Thus I/ GzN I/,, < nLil (11 G, Iii) < 
KZNq-112(N)(N-1), and (/ & G2j (1 < C,“=, K,zq-1/21(z-1) = K3 < + cc. There- 
fore we may define an operator G,(l - G,)-l which sends V, into vN+, 
for each N 3 0. By reasoning analogous to that above we have, for some 
K4 > 0, I/ G2(1 - Gz)llN < K4qpN for each N > 0. 
Now set Tl = G,(l - G1)-l, where jl 7’, I/,, < Kl, T, = G2(l - G2)-l, 
where /j T2 j/N d Kpq-N for each N > 0, and T = 1 + T, + (TIT,) + 
T,(T,T,) + (TlT2)2 + *.a, where 
II TII, < 1 + Kl + VW,) q-(O) + KdKdQ q-(O) 
+ (KlKJ2 q-‘O+l’ + *.. < co. 
We shall next show that the element y = y. + T((l - GJ G.&y,) 
of V satisfies the relation (G, + G,) y = y which implies that 
0 = (G, f G2 - 1) y = (G - 1) y = (1 - L) y. Therefore we will have 
found an element of V which satisfies (1). Recall that G,y, = y. . It will 
be enough to show that G, + (G, + G,) T(1 - G,)-l G, = T(l - G,)-’ G, . 
Note that 
G,(l + (1 - G,)G;‘) = 1 and G,(l + G2(l - G,)-7 = Gz(l - G2)-l. 
The left hand side of the equation above may be written as 
[G2 + G,U - GA-l G,] 
+ [W + (1 - Gd @) il (G,(l - GJ1 Gz(1 - c,)-7’) (1 - GJ1 G2] 
+ [G,(l + W - GzH (go (‘31 - WIG,(l - WY) (1 - WG] > 
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which equals 
[( 1 - GI)-1 G2] + [ (2 (G,(l - G&l G,(l - G&l)‘) (1 - G&l G,] 
i=l 
+ [W -G&l go (W -G,Y GO - WY) (1 -GJ-l Gz] 
= T(1 - GI)GZ. 
We shall next prove that (nj”=, zi”“)y is entire. Clearly, by the 
definition of V, the coefficients of the expansion of y are bounded. 
We shall show that the coefficients in the expansion of y = u(zI ,..., z,) 
in powers of K-lz, ,..., K-4, are also bounded (in terms of K) for each 
1 < K < + co; from this latter result it follows immediately that 
(ny=, zi”~‘) y is entire. Rewrite GI and Gz setting S @r (ny=, Kmfj) SK . 
Set VNK = (f(IFz, ,..., K-lz,)[ f(zI ,..., z,) E V,}, for N = 0, l,.... Then 
it is easy to see that if G, , Gz , (1 - G&l, (1 - G&l, or T is defined 
from some V, to some VM it is also defined from some V,z to VMK, for 
each 1 < K < + co. Since y,, E VoK for each 1 < K < + co, we see that 
y E VOK for each 1 < K < + co. This proves Theorem 1. 
We shall next state and prove our theorem on the diophantine approxi- 
mation of values of certain functions which satisfy IZ variable q-difference 
equations. Let F denote some finite extension of Q(i). Suppose that we 
are given an n variable q-difference equation of the form 
y = f Pk(Zl ,...) z,) Sky Ef Ly, 
k=l 
where each pk(zl ,..., z,J E F[z, ,..., z, , z;l,..., z;lJ, Sy(z, ,..., z,) dz 
(I& zif9 y(qlzl ,..., qnz,J for integers fi ,...,fn and each qj = gjd;’ for 
nonzero Gaussian integers gj and dj with each ) gj 1 > 1 dj 1 > 1. Let 
ordg of a polynomial in z, ,..., z, , z;-l,..., z;;’ denote t, where zjt is the 
largest power of zj common to all terms of the polynomial. Let Bi 
and yj denote, for each 1 <j < II, upper and lower bounds on 
k-l(de&jP&l ,.-., z,J) and k-1(04jpk(zl ,..., z,)), respectively, which are 
valid for all 1 < k G m. Suppose 
and 
A1 Zf log fi 1 g3 p-j > 0 3=1 1 
)(z zf log fi 1 g3 I+%) 1 dj f-+‘j) > 0. 
j=l 
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Set X = 1 + &Q1. Suppose that there exists a function y1 , defined from 
the points (4~~‘~ ,..., qntrn), for a set of r1 ,..., r, EF with rl *** r, # 0 
and all integers t satisfying -m < t < + co, to C which satisfies (5) 
and the additional conditions that (a) for some n-tuple (A, ,..., h,) of non- 
negative integers sup (I(~~Zz(qj+i)A~) y(q;‘r, ,..., q;%3l, for t > 0) dsf 
sup,CMh ,..*, h,)} < co, and (b) for no choice of positive integers 
011 ,.**, %z and integers /I1 ,..., /312 does yl(q;O1lt+olrI ,..., qntlnt+%,J vanish 
for all sufficiently large positive integers t. 
THEOREM 2. Under the above conditions there exist a positive integer 
M 3 m and a function C(E) from the positive reals to the positive reals, 
each depending on Eq. (5), on the gi , the dj , the rj , and y1 such that for all 
M-tuples (a1 ,..., uM) of Gaussian integers and all nonzero Gaussian integers v 
fbr all E > 0. 
We note that replacing S by S, = ~$1 *.’ z’,S for any integers .$I ,..., t,, 
does not change our value of X since eachf;. - t?? , eachh - yj , and each 
fIj - qj remains invariant under such a change of operator. 
EXAMPLE 1 (CONTINUED). We notice that in Theorem 1: if F = Q(i), 
each qi E Q(i), and each rj E Q(i), then without loss of generality we may 
take A4 to be m since equation (5) allows us to write each S-by”y,(r, ,..., r,) 
for k > m as a linear combination over Q(i) of the SVy,(r, ,..., r,J for 
0 < k < m - 1. Thus in our present example we are only approximating 
two numbers. By part (ii) of Theorem 2 both of these numbers cannot be 
zero. If one of these values is zero and the other is not zero the value which 
is not zero may be taken to be 1, without loss of generality, by dividing 
through by the original nonzero value. But then 0 . v-l and v . v-l 
approximate 0 and 1 exactly for each u as in Theorem 2. This contradiction 
shows that neither number is zero and that we always have a lower bound 
on the diophantine approximation of the number (Wy,(r, ,..., r,)) x 
Mrl ,..., r,))-l, if each qi is a Gaussian integer and each 1 qj / > 1. 
Under appropriate circumstances we would expect this latter number to 
equal the continued fraction 
1 1 
R(q,r;l,. . . , 4,r;l) + Wq,r;l,. . . ,q,r;l) 
+ *-.. 
In a recent paper [9], the present author established lower bounds on the 
diophantine approximation of many numbers defined by such continued 
641/6/s-4 
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fractions. (Because of convergence questions the discussion was limitec 
to the case where all of the partial quotients R(qlnar;‘,.,., qn”r;‘) belong 
to Q not Q(i). Also many other types of continued fractions were treated 
in [9].) 
Before proving Theorem 2 we need an additional lemma. 
DEFINITION. For any 2n + 1 positive integers a, ,..., a, , b, ,..., b, ; 
c and any field F containing q1 ,.. ., qla we denote by Rs or R,(F, a, ,..., a, , 
b 1 ,..., b, ; c) the ring generated over F by all monomials of the form 
=1 el ..a z$,Sk, where the ei (1 < j < n) denote integers each satisfying 
-bjc-l < e,k-1 < a@. 
LEMMA 2. Each ring Rs has the ascending chain condition on left ideals 
(a.c.c.). 
Proof. By Lemma 1 we will be through if we can produce a finite 
collection of monomials which each belong to Rs and which generate Rs . 
The following set of monomials will suffice: (i) each z;l *.a z$!P with 
(a) each ej > 0, (b) 1 < k < c, and (c) every ejk-l < a+-r; and (ii) each 
=P ... =n” 4” with (a) each e, 3 0, (b) 1 < k < c, and (c) every 
e&l ,( b@. We shall show that the monomials in (i) above generate all 
monomials in Rs which contain only nonnegative powers of each zj . 
A similar argument will show that the monomials in (ii) above generate 
all monomials in Rs which contain only nonpositive powers of each zi , 
and-clearly-each monomial in Rs may be written as a product of two 
monomials in Rs , one of which has no negative powers of any zj and one 
of which has no positive powers of any zj . If k < c we have nothing to 
show, since the monomial is a generator. If k > c then we may write the 
monomial as zp **a z2Sk = (a constant in F)(zp .*a z$Sc)(z;l * *. z2Sk+), 
where each E$ = max(0, ej - aj} and aj + l i = ei . Clearly the first 
monomial in the products is a generator while the second factor is a 
monomial in Rs containing a lower power of S than the k-th power. Thus 
we are through, by induction, and Lemma 2 follows. 
Proof of Theorem 2. Without loss of generality we shall take (rl ,..., r,) 
to be (l,..., 1). For each l 1 > 0, choose positive integers u1 ,..., u, , s and 
integers t, ,..., t, such that each Bj -- qj < z+s-~ < Bj - P)~ + l 1 , each 
19~ = tp-l, and s-l < or . Set T zf nF=, q;llzfj(s)(s-l)(n~Cl zy) 9. Notice 
that, in terms of the qis not the qj , T is an operator of the same type as S. 
Let us write our equation of type (5) for y1 in the form 
Yl = WY1 = GlmYl (7) 
for every positive integer 01. Equation (7) will hold for all points (qct,..., 4;‘) 
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with t a sufficiently large positive integer. Further, for each pair of positive 
integers M and m, we have for some nonzero c(M) in Q(i) 
T-My, = c(M)(zF ..+ z>)->-” S+y, 
Ms-1 
= c(M)(z~ * *. zy n [(S-M”+Q,S) p--l)m S-Ms+yp-z] y, , 
Z=O 
(8) 
at least for all points (qTt,..., qnt) with t sufficiently large. If m = m(E) is 
sufficiently large the final expression in (8) may be written in the form 
s T-l 
,; z. uLkwks-‘+lh 1 
where each uj,k E R7 = Rr(F, l,..., 1, uls ,..., U,S; s) and w. ,..., MJ,.-~ generate 
F over Q(i). This says that for M = 0, l,... we may write each T-My, as 
a linear combination over a ring with a.c.c. of rs objects. Thus, formally, 
for some MI > 1 we may write T-“ly, as a linear combination over R7 of 
the TfM1-z)y, , for I = 1,2 ,..., MI . 
This identity must actually hold for all values oft such that (8) holds for 
M = 0, l,..., MI with m, = mI(el). Multiplying through by TTMz for 
some Mz > 0 we have an equation of type (5), which holds for all (zl ,..., z,) 
of the form (qFt,..., qit) if t > -m, in terms of the operator T not S, 
satisfied by T-“ey, not (necessarily) y1 , with coefficients in Q[i, z, ,..., z, , 
-1 
Zl )..., z;‘] not P[z, ,..., z, , z;l,..., z;‘], and with associated constants 
(distinguished here by primes) gj’(di’)-l = qi’ = qjs, ,f;:’ = s(h - yj), 
yj’ = SET , and 8j’ = ~(0~ - ~3 + E&. 
(Set e1 = 1, for the moment. Since we may use our equation satisfied 
by T-May, to write each S-s(M1+Mz)-kyl(l,..., l), for k = 0, l,..., as a linear 
combination over Q(i) of the S-s(M~+M2)+lyI(l,..., 1) for 1 .< 1 < s(M, + M,) 
we may always set M in the statement of Theorem 2 equal to this value.) 
We shall prove that (6) holds in the above situation (using T-“zy,, 
instead of y, , with an exponent X(E~) = h( g,‘,..., g,‘, c&‘,..., d,‘, fi' ,..., fn', 
8,')..., en', yl' )..., vp,‘) instead of h, etc.) for each Ed > 0, and Theorem 2 
will follow with A4 as chosen above. To help see this, note that each 
T-(“1+M+kyI(l,..., 1) equals a factor in Q(i) times S-s(M1+M2)-SICyl(l,..., l), 
each of these latter quantities equals a linear combination over Q(i) 
of the S-kyeyl(l,..., l), 0 G k < M - 1, and that by elementary results in 
diophantine approximation and the first two parts of this sentence (6) 
must hold for each X(EJ with Ed > 0. It will be apparent when we compute 
h(~,) that X(E~) -+ X as e1 ---f 0. Thus we may proceed using our equation 
for T42y, . Apply T-N to the equation, term by term, where N is a para- 
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meter which takes on positive integral values. One may use the resulting 
equation and the equations obtained from it upon replacing N by N - 1% 
N - 2,..., 1 to write each TNy,(l,..., 1) as a linear form LN over Q(i) 
in the T-l”y,(l,..., 1) for 0 < k < MI - 1. What we wish to establish is that 
for every e2 > 0, if N is sufficiently large, 
0) I ~-N~l(L..., l)l = / LN 1 < 
( 
J&N fi j qi’ p’(N)(N+l) -l, 
j=l 1 
for some Kl > 0 independent of N; 
(ii) the maximum of the absolute values of the coefficients of L,‘is 
less than 
fi , qjf ,--tmj'(N)b'+l) 
j=l 
for some K, > 0 independent of N; and 
(iii) there exists a nonzero Gaussian integer D(N) with 
I W?I G KsN 
( 
fi (I dj’ I-‘?’ I gj’ ~@i)tN(N+l))~+‘~ 
for some constant KS > 0 independent of N such that the linear form 
HN zf D(N) LN has Gaussian integral coefficients. 
In part (i) above set Kl = (ny=, j qj [ --hjs times (sup{A,(h, ,..., I?,)})-~, 
where the (h, ,..,, h,) and the A#, ,..., h,) are as given in the hypotheses. 
For parts (ii) and (iii) we note that LN may be written as a sum of at most 
K4N terms (where K, is the number of different zl *.’ z~:T”(P”~~J which 
appear on the right hand side of the equation of type (5) satisfied by 
P”qy, each of the form a coefficient times n&qj’)-@ times Tfiyy, , 
where the #j are integers depending on the particular term. The coefficient 
has absolute value at most KGN for some K5 > 0 independent of N and 
& , and there exists a common denominator of each of the coefficients 
which has absolute value less than KsN for some K, > 0 independent of N. 
In [4] in the case 12 = 1 we found upper and lower bounds on each & . 
The answer is that for each e2 > 0, if N is sufficiently large, 
iHN)W + 1) yj’(l + 4 < min{&> < max{&i> ,< HN)W + 1) @,‘(I + 4. 
(Here, we use also that vj’ < 0 < e,‘.) From this information statements 
(ii) and (iii) follow. 
For each integer N > 0 let V, denote the vector space generated 
over Q(i) by the HN , HN+l ,..., By the equation for TdMzyI , fo; each 
N > 0, V,,, C VN . Set V = fiG=,, ,V, _ By our assumption that 
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lime,, y~(qp=l+~l,..., q,t”“+D”)+ 0 on any interval t, < t < + co, for any 
choice of positive integers 01~ ,..., 01, and integers /3, ,..., /In, we see that 
the dimension of V over Q(i), which we denote by tl , is at least one. For 
some positive integer N1 , VN, = V. If N > Nr , then HN may be written 
as a linear combination over Q(i) of the elements of B1 , a maximal linear 
independent collection of linear forms from among HN, ,..., HN1+M--l 
which contains exactly t, > 1 elements. Complete B1 to a basis B of V, 
over Q(i). There exists a positive integer K, such that each K,Wyl(l,..., 1) 
(for 0 < k < A4 - 1) may be written as a linear combination of the 
elements of B over the Gaussian integers. Thus each K,HN with N 2 N1 
may be written as a linear combination of the t, elements of Bl with 
Gaussian integral coefficients. 
By our equation for T”zy,, for each N > N1, we may extract t, 
of the K,HN ,..., K,HN+M1--l such that their matrix of coefficients, fl, , 
when expressed in terms of the elements of Bl is nonsingular. Let I/ denote 
the corresponding column vector of the elements of Bl so that we may write 
the t, different linear forms in a column vector as ANV. Let 11 matrix I/ 
denote the maximum of the absolute values of the entries of the matrix. 
From (ii) and (iii) above we see that, if X > 0, for each l 3 > 0 if N is 
sufficiently large 
Under the additional assumptions that or > 0 is sufficiently small and 
that A, > 0 we have 
@> II ~NVII ,< WO-““-‘“‘“‘, 
where 
X log fi 1 gj (e1-“j+2sl 
( ( 
-‘. 
j-1 11 
Then f(N) is a monotone increasing function from the nonnegative reals 
onto [l, + co) with 
($J) f(N) < (f(N - 1))1+Ea/5, if N is sufficiently large, 
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In [lo] the present author proved the following lemma: Suppose that 
for some positive integer tl we have a sequence AN of tl by t, nonsingular 
matrices over the integers and a tl by 1 matrix V # 0 with real entries. 
Let f(iV) be a monotone increasing function from the nonnegative reals 
onto [l, + co>2 Let 
0 < E < + co, 0 < r < + co, and (1 + +)“( 1 - e/r) < 1 + E. 
Suppose that for all nonnegative integers N >, N1 > 1: 
(0 II AN II < (fW)Y+c’r, 
(ii) (( A,VII < (f(N))-“‘l-‘l”, 
for some II > 0; and 
(iii) f(N) < (f(N - l))1+E/7. 
Let u denote a positive integer and P denote a general tl by 1 matrix 
of integers with not all entries zero. 
LEMMA (from [lo]). rf ZI > &(f(iV1))“‘l-E’T), then 
11 v - pv-1 /I > t;1(2U)-(1+(1+c)‘“). 
Notice that (1 + ~/5)~(1 - c/5) < (1 + (11/25) E)(I + (l/4) E) < (1 + E) 
if E -C 1. Also, the lemma from [lo] may be generalized immediately to 
the case of complex entries in V, Gaussian integral entries in each A, 
and in PN , and Gaussian integral v # 0 by merely replacing v > 0 
by [ v [ once in the statement of the lemma and several times in the proof. 
We have that for large enough 1 v ) 
11 v - Pv-l )( > t;’ 1 2v I-(l+l+e’n) ) (9) 
if P is not the zero vector. Obviously if V is not the zero vector the 
inequality holds for large enough I v ) even in P is the zero vector. It 
follows by this extension of the lemma from [lo] and the remark in the last 
sentence that we have proven (6) for F”eyl, not yl , and this proves 
Theorem 2. 
Suppose that y1 ,..., yrn are each of the form zp *** z>f(zl ,..., z,J for 
complex numbers CQ ,..., (II, and a function f(zl ,..., z,J which is analytic 
at (O,..., 0). Suppose that q1 ,..., q,, are each Gaussian integers with every 
I qj I > 1. Suppose that sufficiently close to (O,..., 0) the ~~(1 < k < m) 
a At this point in [lo], although it was stated that f is monotone increasing with 
f(0) = 1 the range was inadvertently given as [0, + co). 
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each satisfy a common equation of type (5) and each satisfy the hypotheses 
of Theorem 2, using this common equation. Let YI = p(y, ,..., ynz , 
z, ,..., z,J denote a polynomial over F in y1 ,..., ym , z1 ,..., z, , z;‘,..., z;’ 
which is homogeneous of degree d > 1 in y1 ,..., y,,, . 
THEOREM 3. Either 
(i) su@iently close to (0 ,..., 0), for all (rl ,..., r) E I;” with 
rl a.. r, # 0, Y, satisfies (6) for (possibly) new values of A4 and h > 0, 
or 
(ii) Y = 0. 
Proof. Since the yk , 1 < k < m, satisfy the hypotheses of Theorem 2, 
A, > 0, which says that 
g1 (log I 4j Ix.h - ej) > 0. 
Set ei = &s-l where every tj is an integer and s is a positive integer. For 
each positive integer IV, and for each 1 < k = m, we see that the differing 
expressions 
may each be written as a linear combination of a finite number of objects 
over F[z;l,..., z;‘]. Define S, by 
SlY(Zl 3***, z,) = fi Zgrsfj Y (41% ,**.7 qn%). 
j=l 
Then by what we have just seen it follows that yx , S;lyk ,... generate, for 
each 1 < k < n, a finitely generated module over F(z;l,..., z;l]. Where 
eachfZ,i = tj - sfj , for every 1 < j < n, define S, by &y(z, ,..., z,J = 
clx1 <+v Y(4 lszl ,..., qnsz,). Then the functions Y, &‘Y ,... must 
generate a finitely generated module over F;[z;l,..., z;l]. This says that Y 
satisfies an equation of type (5) with eachp,(z, ,..,, z,) E F[z;‘,..., z;‘]. Note 
that, since each qj is a Gaussian integer, 
-fl (log I qj I)(& - tj) d = :I (log I qj I)G.rd) > 0 
so, in the equation for Y, A, > 0. Parts (a) and (b) of the hypotheses of 
Theorem 2 follow easily for Y if we assume that Y + 0. Since each qj is 
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a Gaussian integer satisfying 1 qj 1 > 1, h, cannot be negative. If A1 = C 
then our equation for Y must be of the form 
Y= cct fizy s,ty 01 ( 1 3.4 
for constants ct E F. Since h, > 0 it follows that for somej, ,f3, - Bi, > 0. 
But then an expansion for Y about (O,..., 0) is impossible, since if in the 
equation above we replace Y by a monomial z,“1 *a* zp and look at the 
resultant expression, we see that the term of lowest degree in zjl can never 
vanish for any choice of & ,..., Pa. This proves Theorem 3. 
SECTION 2 
In this section we wish to consider “solutions” of the form 
zp *a* z>f(q, ,..., qn , z, )...) z,J to n variable q-difference equations, where 
a1 ,..,, ~11, are complex constants and f(s; ,..., qn , z, ,..., z,) is a formal 
power series in z, ,..., z, with coefficients in C(q, ,..., q,J. 
DEFINITION. Let F denote any finite extension field of Q(i). Let Fl 
denote F(ql ,..., q,J. Let M denote (nap, (z&). Let Sj be defined by 
S,Y(Zl ,.**, zn) = z;‘(yh 3.*a, zjF1, qjzj , z~+~ ,..., z,J), for each 1 <j < n. 
Let S = nyz, S, . Set M, = z,Sj for each 1 <j < n. (Then 
M = I$!=, M, .) Let Rj (1 <j < n) denote the subring ofF,[S, ,..., S,, , MS] 
consisting of all monomials /3 in which deg@J) > (n - 1) degsz (j?) 
for each I # j. Let R1 denote the set of all “solutions” to all systems of 
equations of the form 
where each r3,k E R, . Let R denote the set of all “solutions” to all systems 
of equations of the form 
Y = C sj.kWkY (1 <‘.i<o, (11) 
where each sj,k E Fl[S, ,..., S, , SJ:‘]. Notice i? 2 R1 . 
LEMMA 3. Eachying Rj has a.c.c. 
Proof. By Lemma 1 we need only show that each Rj is finitely generated 
over Fl . A finite set of generators is the set of all manic monomials /I 
in Rj with deg@) < n - 1 which have no factors of MI , plus M, . If 
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deg@) > n - 1 then we may write /3, if j3 is a manic monomial in Ri 
which has no factors of Mj in it, as (flzzj Sit) S;-‘,FJ, where each 
~1 = mW, b$N and PI is a monomial in R, . By induction on 
degsj@), we are through. This proves Lemma 3. 
LEMMA 4. Both R and R, are closed under addition offunctional values. 
Proof. Each of the rings Rj and Fl [S, ,..., S, , SF’] has a.c.c. Thus 
if the M;Krl and the MiKr,, or the (MjSj)-Krl and the (MpSf)-Krg , each 
generate a finitely generated module over Rj , or Fl [S, ,..., S, , S;‘], then 
so do the M;“(rl + r2) or the (MiSj)-K(r, + r2). This proves Lemma 4. 
DEFINITIONS. We shall write our “functions” in R in the form 
r= 5 
Tllt,...,71Z,=0 
where each am, ,..., ,,Jql ,..., q,J E C(q, ,..., 4%). We define a product 
(convolution product) on these functions r by first setting each 
i fJ wqi 
.AW,,) * (B (z~jq;B'("'+l)iz)) 
where c1 ,..., c, are integers independent of the yj and Sj , and then 
extending to infinite sums in the obvious manner. (This product is the 
analogue of the “ordinary” convolution product defined by 
( fJ zxm + 1rl) * ( fi z3”wsj + 1))‘) j=l 
= ,G (Zrj+“+l(T(yj + Sj + 2))-l). 
We have regarded q1 ,..,, qn as independent variables; more generally, 
let us assume that q1 ,..., qnl are independent variables for some 1 < n, < IZ 
and that each qn,+t , for rzl < n, + t < FZ equals a fixed positive integral 
power of some qj for 1 < j < n, . Then given any r E R we set, for any 
n,-tuple of positive integers (tl ,..., t,,), 
r(f) = f aml,...,mn(q~~..., q2) fj (zi qi m,+aj -((mj+~j)(nj+~,+l))/2 12 
YMl,...,W+=O j=Z 
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and, for the induced n-tuple (tI ,..., tnl , tsl+, ,..., tn), 
If = f am,-.m,tq413 
?+.....?Tl,=O 
.‘., ql;,‘) fJ (Z~5+u5qi(t5(mj+u5)(m5+ori+l))/2), 
i=l 
where each amI ,..., m,(q$ ,..., q,$) E C(q$ ,..., q,$) and r(l)..., 1) = r. 
DEFINITION. Let degsj Syk = -k. 
THEOREM 4. (i) i? is a ring under *. (ii) i?, is a subring of R under *. 
(iii) If r E a and r, E R, and if in the equations of type (11) satisfied by r 
the quantity max&j degsj sj,k 1 k-l} is suficiently small (with the upper 
bound depending on rl) then r * rl E RI . Hence r(i) * r, E R, for all i with 
min{t, , 1 < j < n,> suficiently large with this latter bound depending 
on both r and r, . 
(This says that X1 “just misses” being an ideal of K.) 
THEOREM 5. If r, E i?, , then r, satisfies an equation of type (5) where the 
P&, ,**., z,) are in E;[z, ,..., z,] andfor eachjandk deg,jp,(zI ,..., z,) < k. 
COROLLARY. If rl is de3ned, for some collection of Gaussian integers 
q1 ,..., q,, with each ( qj ( > 1 at all points of the form (zl ,..., z,,) = 
tq;% ,*a., q;‘x,J for s = 0, l,..., where (xl ,..., xn) E Fn and x, a** x, # 0, 
then some r,(q;‘x, ,..., q;‘x,J is not in Q(i). 
(To see this, use Theorem 2 noting that eachh - 0, > 0 here and, by 
the proof of Theorem 3, some 6, - vj > 0.) 
Proof of Theorem 4. Note that in general 
CaJ MiCfi *fi> = 4?(t”j.h) * (~j.tJ)9 
(PI SXft *fz) = Mf~)) *fz = fi * (Sj(fi>), and 
(7) (Mjfi) *h = qr”jMj(f, * tM’lf,))* 
Suppose that r, and r2 E w. Then for m = 0, I,..., M-“(r, * r2) = 
q;cj”((M;mrl) * (M;“?,)) and M~mrl and M;“r, may each be written, 
using (1 I), as a linear combination of a fixed number of the r1 , Mj-‘r, ,... 
or the r2, M;lr2 ,..., respectively, over FIISI ,..., S,, , ST’] for each m. 
Thus the A4?(r, f r2) are seen, using @) above, to generate a finitely 
generated module over F[S, ,..., S, , S;l]. By a.c.c. we see part (i). 
Suppose that r, E K, and r2 E RI . Then (MS&-“(rl * rz) is proportional 
(over Fa to (M-9,) * ((AI+!?,)-” r2) and each (MjSj)-m r, may be written, 
using (lo), as a linear combination of a finite number of (MiSj)-O r2 with 
coefficients in Rj . Then we may write each (MJJ”“(r, *-rz) as a linear 
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combination of the (MrmeNrl) * (MTer2) over Rj , where 0 < 8 < Kl , 
and 0 < N < K,m for some constants Kl > 0 and K, > 0, independent 
of m. (To this point we have not used the fact that r1 E w, , thus the two 
inequalities will hold also in case (iii).) We may write the j-th equation of 
type (10) satisfied by rl in the form 
r1 = C kkMjkrl, 
k>l 
where each tj,k E Rj f~ FJS, ,..., S,]. Using this latter equation we may 
write each of the (M;“-NrJ * (M;?,) as a linear combination over Rj 
of a finite number of (M;“rJ ;k (M;‘r,). This proves part (ii). 
Suppose that in the proof of part (ii) we had not used the equations of 
type (10) for r2 but instead another set of equations of type (10) for rz 
of the form 
r2 = Sj C Uj,k(MjSj)k r2 (1 -<.i < 4, (12) 
k>l 
where each Uj,k E Rj , which are obtained by using the equations of type 
(10) for r2 to write equations of the type 
(1 <,j < n) (13) 
and then simplifying. We note that we would still have a linear combination 
over Rj of the (M;n’-Nrl) * (Mier2), for each 0 < 6 < Kl and 
0 f N < K2m, but now it is possible to write each coefficient as an 
element of Rj times SF, where e1 > K,m for some K3 > 0 independent 
of m. 
It is clear that if in (11) maxj,k(l degsj 8j.k 1 k-l) is sufficiently small then 
the process which we used in part (ii) to rewrite the (MFmpNr,) * (Myers) 
as a linear combination over Rj of the (M;‘V1) * (M;‘r,) will leave us with 
coefficients in Rj here too, for each m > 0. If we replace rl by r,(f), the 
equations of type (11) for rl(t) are seen to be 
rl(t) = c sj,k(r) h!fjt’“rl(f) (1 <.i < 4, (14) 
k>l 
where each sj,k(f) is the image of sj,k under the mapping sending every qj 
into qif and if j > rzl we define tj to be tjl, where j, and tjl are such that 
qj is an integral power of qj, . Thus if minj(tj} is sufficiently large, 
rl(t) * r, E R, . This proves Theorem 4. 
Proof of Theorem 5. If in each equation of type (10) for rl we replace 
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Mj by z$‘j for each 1 < j < n, we have a system of equations of the form 
where each vj = uj(e, ,..., e,) E F[z 1 ,..., z,J, deg,,vj < ej , and in each 
equation every ej > (I? - 1) ek for all k # j. Note that if S = I-J:=, Si 
the ring R, which we define to be that subring of F[zl ,..., z, , S] generated 
by all monomials /3 with degsp > deg,* 8, for every 1 < I < n, is generated 
by all manic monomials fi of R with deg,j3 < 1. Thus, by Lemma 1, R has 
a.c.c. We shall show that by applying each equation in (15) many times 
we may rewrite each (IJy,, S9:(m+Ef)) r, , for 0 < tj < N, where N is 
some constant independent of m, as a linear combination over F,[z, ,..., zn] 
of the different (PI I& S;(m+Cj) ) r, for some positive integer m, > N. 
Assuming for the moment that we can do this and looking at equations (15) 
we see that in the equation which gives any (n,“=, SF(~+~~)) r, as a linear 
combination of the (ny=i S;cm-ml+ej”) rl (0 < &’ d N) the degree of 
the coefficient of any (I1y-r ST n’-iltc~‘)) rl is in each variable less than 
m, + & - &’ 3 1. If we iterate our system of (N + 1)” equations enough 
times we will eventually obtain a system of (N + 1)” equations of the same 
type, but where for possibly a new m, the coefficient of each 
(JJJ., S;(~-~l+fJ) r, is less than ml + ,fj - &’ - (N + 1) in each 
variable. But then we may write each (nj=r S;(m+ff)) r, as a linear combi- 
nation over R of the (S ny=, SytrntE ) 3) r, . It follows that each S-“r, may 
be written as a linear combination over R of a finite number of objects. 
By the a.c.c. of R it follows that an equation of type (5) must hold. 
For any sufficiently large N we shall see that it is possible to construct 
our (N + 1)” equations. We first note that if we find different values of m, 
for each of the different equations then setting our final m, equal to their 
smallest common multiple greater than N we will be through. Consider 
a term (ny-, S;(m+P ) j)r,,whereeach0,(,$i<N;ifno5i=Nthenwe 
may set ml = 1 and write (n,“=, S;(m+C~)) rl = S(IJyzl S;(?n+Ei+l)) r1 . If 
at least one of the & equals N we adopt the following procedure. (For 
notational ease we assumer,actually satisfies(l5)). Using the equation from 
(15) with j = 1, possibily many times, we may rewrite (nynl S;(m+Cj)) rl 
as a linear combination over F [z 1 1 ,..., z,J of terms of the form 
(I-I;=, S-cm+rj’)) r, , where 
-max{e, ) vl(el ,..., en) # 0} < &’ < 0. 
Continue this procedure for j = 2, i.e., if in a given term above tZ’ < 0 
do nothing but otherwise use the equation from (15) with j = 2 to rewrite 
the term as a linear combination of terms where tj‘ has been decreased. 
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Then go on to j = 3,4 ,..., n. Set 
and 
cl = m?x (max{e, / vj(el ,..., en) # 0)) 
6 = mgx {ma: (e& - 1) e;‘)f < I. 
Then each lL’ in the final expression satisfies 
-cl - (n - l)@(n - 1)-l)(iv + CJ < &’ < 0. 
If N is sufficiently large then each --N < E1’ < 0. It follows that we may 
set m, = Nin this case. This proves Theorem 5. 
Suppose that r satisfies the system of equations 
Y = C pi@, ,..., 4 n MT” WPYY), 
( 1 
(16) 
el.....e” ii1 
1 < j d n, where each pj(e, ,,.., eJ E F,[S, ,..., S,], each ej and each e, is 
a non-negative integer, and in each term of the j-th equation ej > & e, 
foreach 1 <j<n. 
THEOREM 6. If r is as above then r E R. 
Proof. One may use the equations (16) to express each M;Nr as a 
linear combination over F&S, ,..., S,] of a finite number of objects, for 
N = 0, l,.... By the a.c.c. of F&S, ,..., S,] we are through. 
EXAMPLE 2. Suppose that 4 = q1 = q2 = .*+ = qn . Let pi(x) and 
r?(x) denote elements of FJx] for each 1 ,< j ,< n. Let the /?J1,jz denote 
non-negative integers with /3j1,j2 = flii,,j, and /3j,i = 0 for all 0 <jr , j, , 
j -< n. Suppose that (a) each p,(O) # 0; (b) each rj(l) = 0; (c) each r&) 
vanishes at x = 0 to an order larger than CR fij,k ; and (d) for each 
1 < j < n, 1 + deg rj(x) - degp,(x) - Cy=, & 3 0. Then 
belongs to a by Theorem 6, as we shall see. By (d) for each q with [ q [ > 1 
the above series converges if [ z1 1 + a*. + / z, [ is sufficiently small 
(use +(mz2 + mj2>/2 3 Qmlmi). We note that i: satisfies the following system 
of equations 
(17) 
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for 1 < j < n, from the definition of the coefficients and (b). By (a) we 
may rewrite each equation on (17) as 
which by (c) satisfies the hypotheses of Theorem 6. 
Note that above if deg rj(x) - degpj(x) - C,“_, pj,k > 0 for each 
1 < j < n, then every F(f) is a function in some neighborhood of (O,..., 0). 
THEOREM 7. If r E a, r satisfies a system of equations of type (11) but 
with each gjsk E Fl[Sj , M$‘;‘], and r, o RI , then rr * r, E RI if min*{[ tj [} 
is sujiciently large. 
Proof. Under the above conditions 
where each ij,k is the image of Sj,k under the mapping sending each qj 
into 4% Sj to Mjll-lSj and M&l to M,ST~. 
By Theorem 4 part (iii) we are through. 
EXAMPLE 3. Notice that the function 
r = ml,.gm n =1 % ( fll (l - 471-l z5) 
satisfies the system of equations 
qj2Mj2y = (q&b - 1) sjr 
or 
Y = (1 - 45 M/s;-1) WY. 
Thus if r, E Rl , rs * rl E RI if minj {tj} is sufficiently large. We notice that 
r is not entire. 
We next give a theorem which will enable us to produce many elements 
of ir, . 
THEOREM 8. Suppose that T satisfies the system of equations 
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for each 1 < j f n, where every aj and every pj is a positive integer, each 
fij,, is a nonnegative integer, and every p&%fj , Sj) f FJ.44, , Sj] with each 
degqd& 9 SJ G yi . Suppose that each 0 < (cl+j /$,J &’ < y < 1, 
each 0 < (CQ + +yj) fly’ < #, and each CX&’ > 6 > 0. If q(n - 1) # < 
(1 - v) 8 then i; E RI. 
Note above that if each /3j,1 = 0 we may always choose q and $ so that 
y,(n - 1) # < (1 - 9~) 8. 
EXAMPLE 4. Letq = q1 = ..a = qn.If 
where each flzej is a non-negative integer, each fir,* = &J, each fi,,j = 0, 
each pj is a positive integer, each r&X) E FJx], each ri(l) = 0, each 
0 < (cr+j flj.i) ,Q’ < v < 1, each 0 < S < e < $, and F(n - 1) 16 < 
(1 - q) 6, then ?I E R1 . This follows from Theorem 8 since we have 
(1 < j < n), which is the same as (19) with each yi = 0 and each cyj = 1. 
Now if the /3is are “nearly equal and large” we will certainly have that 
dn - 1) # d (1 - y)S. 
Using Theorems 6 and 7 may immediately generate many more elements 
of&. 
Proof of Theorem 8. If in each equation in (19) one replaces each 
operator on the right hand side by an arbitrary positive integral power 
of the same operator we still have an identity, and the new operator may be 
written in the same form as the old. Further, the hypotheses of Theorem 8 
hold for these new operators for the same values of F, 4, and 6, and given 
c > 0 we may even satisfy also each (a$ - 1) ,!I;’ > 6 > 0 and each 
I@, - 1) /G,’ - 1 [ < E. 
What we wish to do is to rewrite (19) as 
x (q;N+tM,)Bj-l(qjN-t-l~~~j-l )I y (20) 
(1 < j < n); next we shall see that we may rewrite the factor in square 
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brackets in (20) as a linear combination over Rj of a finite number of 
nt+j M;‘z, for 1 d I < n and 0 9 eL < B1 + degMl pz . By the a.c.c. 
property of Rj , Theorem 8 would then follow. 
Let us use the equations 
(21) 
derived from (19) upon multiplying through by MjrBj, for each 1 ,< j < n, 
in order to see how one may rewrite the operator in square brackets in 
the j-th equation in (20). We shall use the following algorithm: In a given 
term of the form an element of FJM, , Mj:‘, S, ,..., S,] times rJlf3 M;“c 
choose 1 < I, # j = n such that ezl is maximal. We wish to use an ap- 
propriate equation from (21) in order to rewrite this term as a sum of 
terms in which the power of M;I’ which appears is reduced, without 
changing too much else. Apply the I,-th equation from (21) to rewrite the 
given term as a linear combination over Fl[Mj , M;‘, S, ,..., S,] of terms of 
the form nlzj MT~~‘, where Clzi et’ < Cl,i e, . In order to see that our 
final coefficients may be taken to be in F[Mj , S, ,..., S,] note that a factor 
of M~@J-~) occurs in each original term from inside of the square brackets 
in (20). There are powers of M;‘,..., Mzl , Mj$ ,..., M;l which total to 
at most Npjv in any such term. Each time we reduce Clfi e, by k > 1 units 
using (21) we gain a power of My1 not exceeding 
using the definition of q~ Thus we obtain fewer than Npjv factors of 
MT? If (‘~9~ - 1) &- ’ is sufficiently close to one then our coefficients must 
be in Fl[Mj , S, ,..., S,]. 
To show that the coefficients are actually in Rj first note that a factor 
of s~(OrY1) a ppears in each term and this is not decreased by our algorithm. 
If I # j then an upper bound for the exponent of $ in any “final term” 
(after we have completed all applications of the algorithm) is 
If aj and pj are such that (IX~ - 1) /3;’ > 8, then we have that r E ir, , since 
we know by hypothesis that Nq#(l - v)-)-’ < N(n - 1)-l 6. This would 
say that the exponent of Sr < N&&(1 - v)-’ < (n - I)-’ N(aj - 1) < 
(n - 1)-l times (the exponent of S,) for all I # j. This proves Theorem 8. 
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THEOREM 9. Both R and W, are closed under multiplication by 
8, = z,(a/az,) for each 1 < t < n. 
Proof. Notice that BjMk = MICBj for all 1 < k < n, BjSka = S,“Bj 
for all j # k and all integers 01, and t?,Sm = S,*(e, - a) for all integers 0~. 
Then the (MjS,>-“(eiy) or the M2:“(e,y), of (10) or (11) respectively, may 
each be expressed as a linear combination of a finite number of objects 
over the respective coefficient rings. By a.c.c. we are then through. 
EXAMPLE 5. Using theorems 8 and 9 we see that rl E & , where 
each WI(X) E F,[x], w(l) = 0, and p(m, ,,.., m,J E Fl(ml ,..., m,& since 
satisfies the equations qy = Wj(M~)(M~S~) y. Convoluting our present rl 
with an appropriate ri from Example 3 gives us a collection of nonentire 
elements of 8, . 
We shall close this section, and the paper, with a look at what can be 
said about this “n equation” approach when n = 1. From Theorem 1 of 
[4] if n = 1 a class of “functions” (corresponding to W,) for which we have 
a theorem analogous to Theorem 2 above (if our “function” is actually a 
function) is the class U, of all nonzero “functions” which satisfy a 
q-difference equation of the form 
YI = i PAW SKY, , 
j=l 
where each pj(M) E Q[i, MJ, S’(z) = z-lf(qz), and M = zS. Using the 
a.c.c. of Q[i, M] we may as well take the coefficients to be in &;[Ml. (Also 
by the a.c.c. of Q(i) we may consider points z, in F, not merely in Q(i).) 
Let U denote the set of all “functions” which satisfy an equation of the 
form 
z. rhf> SKY = 0, 
where each r,(M) E Q[i, M] and r,(O) # 0. 
DEFINITION. From now on let us take 
-91 z 4 6r&+1))/2 * z 
Y2 c-v.Jr~+l))/z q 
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to be 
ZY1+Ya 
4 
(-(Yl+v3 (v+Y,+lH /2 . 
THEOREM 10. rfyl E U, then yl * U C U, . 
Proof. Our method of proof is similar to that of Theorem 3 of [4]. Set 
@, = ~Yq-Y(Y+l)/a *Yl 
for each complex y. Notice that S@,, = @,+ and (zYq*(y+1)/2) * (MyI) = 
Mq-M, . If 
y = 5 f a,,lcq(-(n+03(n+c~+l))12zZ”+4 
k-1 n=O 
for complex Q’S and a,,h’s in Fl then 
Y *yl = i f an.k@a+ck. 
k=ln=O 
Now if 
we have that 
(22) 
= c S*,EZ1s*q-(N+C~)z~n+,, , (23) 
5>Z>O 
where each sj,z E Fl . Let R denote the operator decked by a@,,=q@, . 
Suppose that 01 is the largest value of k which appears in (23). Then 
for each nonzero value of z, each y, and each N > 01, 
( ii;lN- c s,*,zmiP-’ 5>l>O > q, = 0. (24) 
Since Xi=0 r&f) Sjy = 0, we see that 
Z 
C S+,(iilqj)( y * y& = 0 
5-o 
and, for k = 0, l,..., 
(25) 
i S-k++j(Mqi)( y * y3 = 0, 
j=O 
where r,(O) # 0. 
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From (24) it is obvious that 
H”(v*rJ= c s*,plSiiC;iN-y y * y1) = c t,*&kf) 9liP-l( y * yJ, 
j>l>O Ql 
w (26) 
for a set of ti,,(M) EFJMJ, since Sz = qzS = qM. We may use first (25) 
and then (26) repeatedly along with SiGi = q@S to write each S-k( y * yr), 
for k = 0, l,..., as a linear combination over &[M] of a finite number of 
S-v&iB( y * ~3. By the a.c.c. of FJM] it follows that the S-“(y * yI) form 
a finitely generated module over FJM]; thus, y * yr belongs to U,. This 
proves Theorem 10. 
DEFINITIONS. For each positive integer m set 
Yd4 = f. ,,-‘““gly; . . . (qm” - 1) * 
Let y denote any “function” which is a solution to any equation of the 
form Cj rj(M) Sjy = 0, where each r,(M) belongs to &[M]. 
THEOREM 11. Given any “function” y as above there exists a positive 
integer m, such that if m 2 ml then y * y,,, E U, . 
Proof. Without loss of generality we may assume that, for some 
minimal j, > 0, rj,(0) # 0. Replace y1 by ym in the proof of Theorem 10. 
Now we obtain instead of (26) the equation 
(R-(q”M-M)S”)y*yy,-0. (27) 
If m > jr , then using (27) to help rewrite 
if0 ~-k+idw)( y * ym) = 0 
we are able to write each S-“+?I( y * ym) as a linear combination over 
&[M] of a finite number of objects. This proves Theorem 11. 
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